MISSA reaches goals for 2004
2001 and 2002 of $6.53 million, $9.26
million and $9.91, respectively.

Inside this issue:
2004 accomplishments
of MISSA

During the height of MISSA’s massive collection campaign in 2003 directed
against numerous delinquent businesses,
including certain agencies of the government, revenues reached $13.04 million.
$3.4 million of these represent delin-
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MISSA reaches goals
(Continued from page 1)

quencies prior to 2003. This is the main reason why
2004 collections are lower than in 2003.
- Although the administration of the Health Fund was
already transferred to the Ministry of Health (MOH)
in 2003, MISSA still continues to collect the Health

Fund contributions. However, these are no longer
recognized as revenues and do not form part of
MISSA’s financial statements. In return, MOH pays
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3.5% collection fees to MISSA on the first $4 Million
collected annually.
The collections in 2004 amounting to $6.05
million, surpassed the collections in 2000, 2001, 2002
and 2003 of $4.50 million, $4.10 million, $4.49 million and $4.70 million, respectively.
- As the world stock
market rebounded in 2003, MISSA’s investments
have also recovered from their slump performance in

previous years. Because of the improving global
stock market, MISSA’s strict adherence to its invest(Continued on page 3)

MISSA Tax Officers meet with Malgov, AG’s Office and
Ministry of Finance counterparts on info sharing

business license to first secure an identification
On November 10, 2004, MISSA’s CFO, Alice Sannumber from MISSA and have the number rechez, Tax Examiner Ricky Kurn and other Tax Officers,
corded at MOF to be evidenced by a certification
met with representatives of the Ministry of Finance
prior to issuance of a license;
(MOF), Majuro Atoll Local Government (Malgov) and
2. Require business operators/owners seeking reOffice of the Attorney General to address the need to
newal of license to first secure a tax clearance
improve on the capability of MOF, MISSA and local govfrom the Revenue Office of the MOF and MISSA;
ernments to put under their control all businesses estab3. Inform in writing the Tax Revenue Division of
lished in RMI or, in their respective jurisdictions.
MOF and MISSA of newly-established and licensed
A close coordination and an open line of communicabusiness entities and their owner’s name within
tion between and among MISSA, MOF, local governone week after the issuance of said license;
ments and the Registrar of Foreign Investment are neces4. Provide MOF and MISSA, on or before October 15
sary to promote a more effective system of monitoring
of each year, a list of business entities with unexcompliance to tax laws and regulations that are respecpired business licenses as of the last day of Septemtively administered by these agencies.
ber, indicating in the said list the name of the
During the meeting, a draft of a Memorandum of
owner, the nature of the business and its address;
Agreement (MOA) prepared by a consultant from the
and
Asian Development Bank (ADB) was discussed and final5. 00
Provide
MOF
quarterly
report,
commencing Ocized. Higd2l7 T of the Attorney0.37721(e a more 90.02(A close
-1.1639
aanda an
open li2e
)5.4(o0Agreement
a6lelo -1.1580a
tober 1 of each year, of the gross receipts by indi(Continued on page 4)
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Illegal alien workers
(Continued from page 5)

rity number is issued.
These requirements, however, do not apply to
FSM, Palau and U.S. Citizens, as these countries extend
the same reciprocal benefits to citizens of the Marshall
Islands (as if Marshallese are there own citizens). Furthermore, dependents of alien workers who are enrolled in various schools in the Marshall Islands are also
issued SS numbers, being a school requirement. But a
notation is indicated in their SS cards that it is only for
school purposes and not valid for employment
As experienced in the past, numerous illegal aliens
have applied for SS number but were refused by MISSA.
Likewise, dependents of fully documented foreign workers who have tried to secure SS numbers were also denied because the main purpose of their stay in the Marshall Islands is not for employment but merely as dependents.
A suggestion was raised for MISSA to just issue SS
numbers to aliens who do not have valid working permits to generate more revenue and at the same time,
report the names of these individuals to the Labor and
Immigration Offices. In this manner, they can easily be
identified and proper action taken against them.
However, the Legal Adviser of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs believes that the problem can be better
addressed by tightening up and strictly enforcing the
Labor and Immigration Laws. According to her, immigration authorities have begun their efforts to improve
their system, like requiring round trip tickets for those
with entry permits and deportation proceedings against
those who have either no valid entry permits or over
extended their visas. Nevertheless, she added that it
would be very difficult for the authorities to keep track
of those who sneaked in.
One factor that slows down the coordination
process between the Labor and Immigration Offices is
that both are working under two different Ministries;
the Labor Office is under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
while Immigration is under the Atty. General’s office.

Fines and fees to be enforced
effective January 1, 2005
In the last few years, there has been a significant
increase in the number of employees whose MISSA contributions were not credited to them as a result of erroneous SS numbers and incorrect names in the quar-
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terly tax returns filed by their respective employers. In
effect, these contributions remain “unposted” in
MISSA’s records. Unless and until these errors are corrected, it will not form part of the employees’ earned
wages.
The most common errors noted in the past are
incomplete names, first name being written as last
name, nicknames or aliases used instead of the real
names, wrong, incomplete or blank SS numbers and the
worker’s failure to advise MISSA of changes in the
maiden name after the individual has already married.
Most of these employers have already been advised by
MISSA about the errors but have not updated their records.
The burden of these errors will be felt only by the
employees concerned in the future, when they apply for
retirement benefits and then learn that some of their
contributions have not been credited to them.
To address this problem, MISSA has imposed the
following fines effective January 1, 2005:
Fines:
$1.00 for every erroneous employee SS number,
incorrect or incomplete employee name (or
$5.00 minimum charge if there are 5 or less errors)
$5.00 for erroneous or incomplete Employer
Identification Number (EIN)
$5.00 for replacement of lost or damaged SS card
$5.00 for replacement of lost/damaged EIN card
Further, MISSA shall now also charge the following
fees to cover administrative cost of processing applications:
Fees:
Application for Employer Identification Number
$20.00 if applicant is a corporation
$10.00 if applicant is government (agency)
$10.00 if applicant is a private employer
$5.00 if applicant is domestic or self-employed
$5.00 for tax clearance
$5.00 for every approved allotment, including
changes or continuance (except if allotment is
discontinued), chargeable to the retiree/borrower
$0.50 per sheet for photocopying of employer
records
$20.00 application fee for payment plan (for delinquent employers)
Employers are advised to obtain a copy of their employees’ Social Security cards and update their records.
If certain employees have lost or damaged their SS
cards, they may come to the MISSA Office and get a
replacement card for a fee of $5.00.
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Termination of BOMI’s banking & credit card ties
with CSB, a big blow to MISSA & beneficiaries
For the past three years, retirees and their surviving dependents have enjoyed the convenience of having
their benefit checks from MISSA (drawn from the Bank
of the Marshall Islands) cashed, deposited and cleared
on time within the Marshall Islands and the United
States, thru the Citizens Security Bank (CSB). However, this service ceased to exist effective February 15,
2005, following the termination of CBS’s “payable
through account agreement” and “credit card and merchant card relationship” with BOMI.
According to CSB, this development was brought
about by BOMI’s non-compliance to certain anti-money
laundering requirements of the RMI which may potentially result to financial and legal liabilities for CSB, as

certain banks in the U.S. have been fined for not complying with the U.S. Patriot Act (the U.S. Patriot Act
imposes very tight restrictions to counter money laundering and may subject a bank to hundreds of millions
of dollars in fines if violated).
In a letter to BOMI, CSB mentioned that BOMI
had an excellent relationship with CSB in the past, but
in the recent months, the regulators have been enforcing a “zero tolerance” policy and BOMI was not spared
from these stiff regulations.
The cessation of these vital services from BOMI
will certainly have a detrimental effect on MISSA’s
operations and its beneficiaries’ ability to cash and deposit their monthly pensions on time.

Chronology of events & accomplishments in 2004
mation sharing.
MISSA’s Quadrennial report covering Fiscal Years
2000 to 2003 was submitted to President Kessai
Note and the Cabinet. The report highlighted the Administration’s accomplishments from the time the incumbent Board of Directors and Administrator were
installed by the President and his Cabinet in 2000.
MISSA investments gained $1.88 million in the first
quarter, or a net Internal Rate of Return (IRR) of
5.88%. This exceeded MISSA’s Investment Advisor’s
(Investor Solutions, Inc.) benchmark by 2%.
Total tax collections for the quarter totaled $4.0 million
A total of 3,066 benefits with an aggregate amount of
$2.33 million were processed and paid in the fist quarter.
A cash surplus of $0.75 million was generated from
operations. This was subsequently invested.
The Board decided to roll over the $2.6 million Time
Certificate of Deposit (TCD) that matured during the
month. The TCD is being held by BOMI.
Jack Niedenthal, MISSA’s Board Chairman, started his
term as PSTF Board Chairman. This was the result of
a previous PSTF board agreement that each member
shall act as the Chairman on an annual rotation basis.
The Administrator met with Malgov Mayor Riley Albertter and his Executive Council Members on infor-

Deloitte, Touche and Tohmatsu presented to the
Board the draft of MISSA’s audited financial statements that showed an unqualified opinion and “no
audit findings” for FY 2003.
MISSA investments gained $0.95 million in June with
a net IRR of 2.83
The President and his Cabinet declared July 1st of
every year as Retirees’ Day, in honor of all retired
senior and disabled citizens who have served the
Marshall Islands in various employment capacities in
the Government and Private Sectors.
MISSA celebrated its 36th Year Anniversary. This

July 1 Retirees’ Day Celebrations
(Continued on page 9)
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Chronology of events
(Continued from page 8)

coincided with the 1st “Retirees” Day celebrations
participated by about 200 retired and disabled citizens.
The first issue of “The Social Security Journal”,
MISSA’s quarterly newsletter, was published and issued to various government agencies, businesses and
the general public.
Three MISSA Tax Auditors and Accountants joined
more than 180 other Pacific Island counterparts in the
15th Annual APIPA conference and workshop held in
Majuro

SS Administrators’ meeting in Palau

The Administrator, together with the Deputy Administrator and Tax Examiner, joined their FSM and Palau
counterparts in their annual meeting held in Koror,
Palau. The draft of the Totalization Agreement among
RMI, FSM and Palau was also finalized during the
meeting.
The U.S. Department of Interior awarded a $1.6 million grant to the PSTF.
Mike Spaid of Pension Administration Services, Inc. ,
MISSA’s new actuary, presented MISSA’s actuarial report as of October 1, 2003 which showed an increase
in the funded Actuarial Accrued Liability (AAL) from
16% in 2001, to 20% in 2003. This means that although a deficiency still remains, MISSA is now in a
better position to pay current benefits into the future.
The Board of Directors approved MISSA’s FY 2005
budget that includes projected tax collections of
$11.12 million and $10.46 benefit payments.
During a Nitijela session, President Kessai Note
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praised MISSA for “best audit report”.
The Board met with Labor Chief and Legal Adviser
on illegal alien workers
A cash surplus of $0.923 million was generated from
operations and subsequently invested.
About 160 retirees, disabled workers and surviving
dependents were given reduced monthly benefits as
a result of the “unposting” of their earned quarters
due to non-remittance by their respective employers. Another 24 individuals ceased to receive any
benefit as a result of the recalculation.
Dennis Reeder was appointed as MISSA’s Conflict

Meeting on info sharing
type of business; and
4. Notify the MOF, MISSA and local
governments of cancellation of foreign business licenses.
The final draft of the MOA is now being reviewed
by the Secretary of Finance, MISSA Administrator, Registrar of Foreign Investment and the Mayor of Malgov.
It is expected that, once the MOA is approved, tax
evaders and avoiders can easily be identified and if necessary, prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Tax Officers conduct
employer/ee survey
MISSA’s Tax Compliance Officers have been sent
into the field in pursuit of employers who have continuously tried to avoid paying MISSA taxes by not reporting fully the names and correct salaries of all their
employees.
With the emergence of numerous businesses in
the past few years, from small Mom & Pop stores, taxi
operators to big-size department stores, both local and
foreign, the problem of tax evasion and avoidance becomes the primary concern of MISSA.
To address this problem, Tax Officers have already started a survey of numerous businesses selected
at random. As part of this examination, all the employees found within the business premises are listed in a
standard form and interviewed as to how much salary
they are receiving, when they started working with
that particular employer, and if they already have a Social Security number. To ensure a complete list of all
(Continued on page 10)
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Employer/ee Survey
(Continued from page 9)

employees, the latest payroll records, payroll vouchers
and time cards are also checked. Then the employer or
his/her representative are asked to certify the list as
being complete and accurate. The list is then matched
with the latest quarterly return filed by the employer.
As expected, numerous unreported employees and
those without SS numbers were discovered. In several
cases, salaries of employees were understated so that
the employer’s share is reduced.
In a related development, MISSA has opened 3 Tax
Officer positions to reinforce its Tax Compliance Team.
This year, at least 25 medium to big size businesses operating in Majuro and Ebeye are being lined up for payroll audits covering 2003 and prior years. It is expected
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that a significant amount of tax assessment will be generated from this examination.

New Ebeye Manager
(Continued from page 6)

tration of all businesses in Ebeye.
With a new Branch Manager and an additional Tax
Officer on board, it is expected that the MISSA Ebeye
operations will significantly improve in its tax collection
campaign and delinquency reduction program. By February 2004, examinations of employer payroll records
will be conducted, aimed to assess those employers
who have avoided paying their correct contributions by
not completely reporting the true number of workers
they employed and also those who have understated
the salaries of their employees.

Future claims on disability benefits to have more
comprehensive & stiffer evaluation process
MISSA’s evaluation of past disability benefit claims
claims.
had a high degree of dependency on the personal judgOn January 11-12, an informal discussion was faciliment and recommendation of the doctor(s) evaluating
tated by Mr. Vanderburg in MISSA’s Head Office in Mathe claimant’s impairment. In the absence of a comprejuro. The MISSA Administrator, Claims & Benefits
hensive medical criteria
Specialists, managers
and a detailed listing of
and two physicians from
impairments (like the
Majuro Hospital, Drs.
one being used by the
Masao Korean and
U.S. Social Security SysMarie Lanwi-Paul, partem), that would deticipated in the discusscribe, for each major
sion.
body system, impairIt was noted
ments that are considduring the discussion
ered severe enough to
that the implementing
prevent a person from
guidelines of the U.S.
engaging in any gainful
disability program is far
activity, it became diffimore rigorous and the
cult for MISSA to detereligibility requirements
mine whether the medimore difficult to meet,
cal criteria for disability
if compared with that of
John Vanderburg (2nd from left) and participants of the
are fully met by the
MISSA’s. Had these
disability orientation.
claimant.
regulations (U.S.) been
To address this conapplied here in the Marcern, the Administrator invited Mr. John Vanderburg,
shall Islands, a significant number of disability claims
the Program Coordinator of the U.S. Social Security
approved by MISSA in the past may have been denied,
Disability Program in the Pacific Region, to conduct an
for the simple reason that the claimants may still be
orientation on how the program works and explain the
capable of engaging in other gainful employment activikinds of information a health professional can furnish to
ties despite their impairment.
help ensure sound and prompt decisions on disability
(Continued on page 11)
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Disability benefits
(Continued from page 10)

As defined in the RMI Social Security Act of
1990, “disability” means the inability of a person to engage in the continued performance of his duties by reason of any medically determinable physical or mental
impairment. Since the definition is too general, the present Administration has re-defined it in a recent proposed amending legislation, as the inability to engage in
the continued performance of his duties and any other
form of gainful activity by reason of any medically determinable physical or mental impairment, expected to result in death or to last for a continuous period of at
least 12 months. This new definition is more in line with
the definition of the U.S. Social Security System.
As recommended by Mr. Vanderburg, MISSA and its
authorized medical examiners may refer to the U.S. Social Security “blue book”. This reference enumerates all
the acceptable medical evidence, consultative examina-
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tions, medical reports and other evidentiary requirements needed to meet disability eligibilities. It also contains a detailed listing of impairments covering 14 body
systems (e.g. musculoskeletal, special senses & speech,
respiratory, cardiovascular, digestive, etc.)
In the past, a brief medical report and recommendation of 2 physicians (which are normally identical) were
the main basis for approval of disability claims. In the
near future, MISSA will require submission of additional
physical and documentary evidence like laboratory and
X-ray results that would substantiate the medical examiner’s findings and recommendations. Furthermore,
MISSA shall also consider the claimant’s educational
background, other skills and ability to perform other
jobs aside from the job affected by the impairment. In
other words, if the claimant can still do something gainful despite his or her impairment (and earn a living),
then he or she may not be considered disabled.
Once the new guidelines are put in place, the more
than 200 workers currently receiving disability benefits
will be re-screened.

MISSA hires additional Tax Officers
Mathilda Lanwi, Laban Konelios and Jackson Henry became the newest members of MISSA’s Tax Compliance
Department. They will reinforce the present team of Tax Auditors tasked to examine payroll records of certain
Majuro employers selected at random.
Mathilda was previously connected with Copymaster and the Ministry of Finance. She holds a certificate from
Beijing University, where she learned to speak and read Mandarin. Her knowledge of the Chinese language will help
to bridge the communication barrier between MISSA and several Asian employers and workers who do not speak
fluent English and Marshallese.
Laban is an honors graduate of CMI, where she earned an associate degree in Liberal Arts. She was the former
Program Director of the now defunct V7SW Radio Station and also had a brief stint with the Bank of Hawaii, Majuro branch. Before she joined MISSA, she used to manage her family-owned taxi and retail business.
Jackson earned his associate degree in Business Management from the College of the Marshall Islands and has a
10-year work experience with Mobil Majuro Bulk Plant.

Mathilda Lanwi

Laban Konelios

Jackson Henry

Welcome to the MISSA family!
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4th Qtr’s Financial, Investment & Tax Highlights
Financials
Retirement fund collections from October 1 to December 31, 2004 amounted to $2.881 million, which is
$35,000 or 1% lower than the collections from the
same period last year. Health fund taxes amounting to
$1.5 million were also collected in the fourth quarter.
Retirement, survivor, disability and lump sum benefits paid to more than 3,000 beneficiaries amounted to
$2.584 million, an increase of $0.25 million or 11% from
the same period last year.
On the other hand, administrative expenses for the
same quarter totaled $0.210 million, or 7% of the total
revenues. By law, MISSA may spend as much as 20% of
the estimated tax revenues and other income from investments for the year, for administrative expenses.
A cash surplus of $0.90 million was generated as a
result of effective cash management, and this was subsequently invested.
Investments
In his investment report as of December 31, 2004,
Frank Armstrong of Investor Solutions, Inc., MISSA’s
Investment Advisor, highlighted the following:
Investment gain for the fourth quarter was $3.34 million, which is a net Internal Rate of Return (IRR) of
9.53%.
Total investment gain for 2004 amounted to $5.25
million, or net IRR of 16.10%.
The total market value of MISSA investments as of
December 31, 2004 amounted to $38.91 million, reflecting an investment gain of $12.54 million or

OUR MISSION:
“to uplift the personal and economic
well-being of the people of the Marshall Islands by providing them with
long-term financial security in their

retirement age or during disabil-

21.74% net IRR for the last two years.
$3.805 million worth of Time Certificates of Deposit
(TCDs) is being held at BOMI.
Management and brokerage fees charged by investment advisor and custodian amounted to $22,201
only.
With respect to MISSA’s stock investment at
BOMI valued at $5.106 million as of September 30,
2004, MISSA’s share in its profit totaled $0.828 million.
This covers the period January 1 to September 31,
2004. (MISSA holds a 32% interest in BOMI)
Tax Compliance
To-date, a total of 61 delinquent employers have
voluntarily entered into more affordable payment arrangements with MISSA which resulted in a total notes
receivables of $3.437 million as of December 31, 2004.
Out of the 61 employers, 22 (or 36%) were up-to-date
in their monthly payments and remained current in
their quarterly remittances.
There was a total of 16 delinquency cases brought
to court and judgments have already been made in favor of MISSA, having an aggregate amount of $2.46
million. However, most of these employers have failed
to pay on time.
Total employers who have registered with MISSA
to-date is 2,120. However, 1,243 or 59% have either
have closed permanently or have no business activity
for the last calendar year.
A total of 79 new businesses have applied for Employer Identification Number (EIN) in the 4th quarter.

MISSA hires Dennis Reeder
as Conflict Attorney
During a regular meeting in November 2004,
MISSA’s Board of Directors approved the appointment
of Dennis Reeder as its Conflict Attorney. Dennis will
represent MISSA in cases whereby its Legal Counsel,
David Strauss, may have a conflict of interest.
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